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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT
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based on two immiscible neutral electrolytes

ABSTRACT
Redox Flow Batteries (RFB) stand out as a promising energy storage technology to mitigate the
irregular energy generation from renewable sources. However, some hurdles limit their
massive implementation including high cost of vanadium and the poor-performance of ionselective membranes. Recently, we presented a revolutionary Membrane-Free Battery based
on organic aqueous/nonaqueous immiscible electrolytes that eludes both separators and
vanadium compounds. Here, we demonstrate the feasible application of this archetype in
Aqueous Biphasic Systems (ABS) acting as an unprecedented Total Aqueous Membrane-Free
Battery. After evaluating several organic molecules, methylviologen (MV) and 2,2,6,6Tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) were selected as active species due to their optimum
electrochemical behavior and selective partitioning between the phases. When connected
electrically, this redox-active ABS becomes a Membrane-Free Battery with an open circuit
voltage (OCV) of 1.23 V, high peak power density (23 mWcm-2) and excellent long-cycling
performance (99.99 % capacity retention over 550 cycles). Moreover, essential aspects of this
technology such as the crossover, controlled here by partition coefficients, and the inherent
self-discharge phenomena were addressed for the first time. These results point out the
potential of this pioneering Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery as a new energy storage
technology.

Keywords: Membrane-free batteries; Membrane-less batteries; Aqueous biphasic systems;
Aqueous redox flow batteries; Organic redox flow batteries; self-discharge process
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1. INTRODUCTION
An efficient use of renewable energy resources, such as solar or wind, requires mitigation or
fulfilling the mismatch between its inherent intermittent energy production and the electricity
demand. Energy storage can provide a safe and cost-effective solution to the irregular energy
supply [1-3]. Some technical merits stand out the Redox Flow Batteries (RFBs) when compared
to conventional batteries such as their scalability (~MW) and the total decoupling of energy
and power [4,5]. However, one of the most important limitations that obstruct their massive
penetration into the market is the high price of some of the current components of RFBs,
specifically, the scarce and, in some cases also toxic, metallic compounds that are used as
active species (V, Cr, etc)[6] and the poor-performing ion-exchange membranes that are
necessary to avoid the electrolytes cross-mixing [7]. Different approaches have been proposed
in the last years to overcome these problems. Among them, the substitution of metallic redox
species by sustainable, abundant and tunable organic redox molecules is attracting an
increasing interest among the scientific community [8,9]. As a result, the number of organic
molecules that are being proposed as active species for both aqueous [10-16] and nonaqueous
RFBs is growing exponentially [17-22]. On the other hand, although important efforts have
been made in the last decade in membrane development, significant advances have not been
accomplished yet and Nafion® continues to be widespread used [23]. Besides the high cost of
these membranes, they exhibit extremely poor performance in terms of conductivity and
resistance in nonaqueous RFB which hugely limits their power density [24]. On account of this,
the mere substitution of ion-selective membranes by inexpensive porous separators is
emerging as a new trend in nonaqueous RFB. In those systems, the huge and unavoidable
crossover of active species though the separator is mitigated, in some extent, by using mixed
electrolytes [20]. Although it is possible to operate the battery at higher current densities, this
approach causes a large and implicit loss of material utilization because half of the active
species is unusable. In an attempt to eliminate any type of membrane or separator in RFBs,
classical fluidodynamic concepts have been exploited to develop membrane-less batteries
using stringent flow conditions. In such batteries, the flow conditions are constrained to a
laminar regime limiting the application of this concept to microfluidic devices with very low
energy and power [25].
Very recently, a novel concept of Membrane-Free Battery based on the immiscibility of two
electrolytes (aqueous/nonaqueous) and in which the metallic active compounds were
substituted by organic redox molecules was reported. The biphasic system formed by an acidic
electrolyte
containing
hydroquinone
and
N-butyl-N-methylpyrrolidinium
bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (PYR14TFSI) ionic liquid containing parabenzoquinone
constituted the first example of Membrane-Free Battery using immiscible electrolytes [26].
Furthermore, the versatility of this concept was also anticipated since it might be applied to
different combinations of immiscible electrolytes containing a huge variety of redox species
[27]. In fact, other groups have recently explored the Membrane-Free concept in immiscible
systems containing metallic redox centers [28,29]. Although biphasic systems formed by two
aqueous phases are particularly interesting in terms of sustainability, cost and environmental
impact, only those based on aqueous/nonaqueous phases have been investigated for
Membrane-Free batteries.
Aqueous Biphasic Systems (ABS) have been intensively studied in separation, purification and
extraction processes, as an environmental friendly, low cost and scalable method in
comparison with the conventional ones based on volatile organic solvents. These ABS are
systems in which the addition of two water soluble compounds (two polymers [30], one
polymer-one salt [31], one ionic liquid-one salt [32]) above certain concentrations causes the
spontaneous separation of the system into two liquid (aqueous-rich) phases. Recently, the
phase diagrams and phases compositions of novel ionic-liquid-based ABS, the partitioning
2

coefficients of several organic redox molecules, and their electrochemical behavior in
electrochemical half-cells have been reported [33]. ABS were found to be promising platforms
for developing Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Batteries because the properties of each phase
can be tuned by changing their composition and phase-forming components nature, giving rise
to a fine control of the pH and partition coefficients of the target molecules. These properties
are of paramount importance for the final application as a battery since they will determine
the chemical and electrochemical stability of the redox molecules and the cross-over of active
species through the interface, which will eventually affect the efficiency of the battery.
In this article, we report the first example of Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery using an
ABS containing organic redox compounds with proper redox potentials and suitable
partitioning coefficients. Specifically, we have developed different redox ABS formed by the
ternary mixture of poly(ethylene glycol) with a molecular weight of 1000 g.mol-1 (PEG1000),
sodium sulfate (Na2SO4) and water, in which five different organic molecules, already proposed
for RFBs [12,14-16,34,35-37], were dissolved. It should be noticed that, unlike our previous
work related to ionic liquid-based ABS [33], the ABS used in the present work is based on PEG
which is a polymer widely used in our daily products and approved by REACH. This PEG-based
ABS presents several advantages such as their higher environmentally-friendly properties,
lower cost and large scale production. Thus, the characterization of the ternary ABS
investigated, the partition coefficients of the organic molecules and the electrochemical
behavior of the two immiscible phases were determined. Finally, the most promising ABS
containing 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) and Methyl Viologen (MV) was
assembled and electrochemically tested as a full battery for the first time. The good
electrochemical performance of this Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery highlights the
feasibility and versatility of the Membrane-Free concept and represents an outstanding
possibility for developing sustainable, low-cost and safe energy storage devices.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Reagents
Poly(ethylene glycol) MW average 950-1050 (PEG1000), sodium sulfate anhydrous (Na2SO4, ≥99
%), 2,2,6,6-Tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (TEMPO, 98 %), Methyl Viologen dichloride hydrate
(MV, 98 %), anthraquinone 2-sulfonic acid sodium salt monohydrate (AQ2S, 97 %), quinoxaline
(QUI, 99 %), and hydroquinone (H2Q, >99 %) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich and used as
received.
2.2 ABS characterization
The phase diagram of the ternary system composed of PEG1000, Na2SO4 and water was
determined by cloud-point titration method at room temperature (298 ± 1 K). To this end,
aqueous solutions of Na2SO4 (25 wt%) and PEG1000 (60 wt%) were prepared. This experimental
procedure is based on the dropwise addition of the salt-aqueous solution into the polymeraqueous solution until the detection of a cloudy solution (biphasic region is reached). Then
water is drop-added until obtaining a transparent solution (monophasic region). This procedure
was performed under stirring conditions. The phase diagrams were determined gravimetrically
(± 10-4 g).
The experimental binodal data were fitted according to the following eq. [38]:
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where [Polymer] and [Salt] are the PEG1000 and the Na2SO4 mass fraction percentages, and the
parameters A, B and C are fitted constants.
For the determination of the tie-line, a ternary mixture composed of PEG1000, Na2SO4 and H2O
(25, 6, 69 wt%, respectively) was gravimetrically prepared. After the complete separation of
the phases, each phase was individually weighted. Then the TL was calculated by the resolution
of the following 4 equation system (eqs. 2-5) [38]. The compositions of the top and bottom
phase are determined by the lever-arm rule.
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where T, B, and M designate the top phase, the bottom phase and the initial mixture,
respectively. [Polymer] and [Salt] are PEG1000 and Na2SO4 weight fraction. The parameter α is
the ratio between the top phase weight and the total mixture weight.
2.3 Partition coefficients determination
The partition coefficient (K) of the active molecules (TEMPO and MV), was determined by
equation (6), being an indication of the concentrations of the target species in the top to that
in the bottom phases in equilibrium:
1=

0/)2(0 '$%(34%( 567 89:;<
0/)2(0 '$%(34%( =6>>6? 89:;<

(6)

For determining the partition coefficients, ABS containing only one electrochemically active
molecule was gravimetrically prepared, and then kept for phase separation at 298 K for at least
12h. After phase separation, the phases were analyzed by UV spectroscopy and the
concentration of the active species in each phase determined by a previously established
calibration curve.
2.4 Electrolyte formulation
For the preparation of the electrolyte an ABS composed of PEG1000, Na2SO4 and 20 mM TEMPO20 mM MV or 0.1 M TEMPO-0.1 M MV aqueous solution (25, 6, 69 wt %, respectively) was
gravimetrically prepared. Once the phase separation was established the top phase and the
bottom phase were used as catholyte and anolyte, respectively.
2.5 Electrochemical characterization of the electrolytes
The CV experiments were conducted in a Biologic VMP multichannel potentiostat at 10mVs-1
and room temperature using as reference electrode Ag/AgCl and a Pt mesh as counter
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electrode. Ionic conductivity of the phases of the ABS was measured with Conducell 4UxF Arc
sensor from Hamilton Bonaduz AG.
2.6 Assembly and Electrochemical characterization of the battery
The battery was built in a glass cell by adding the same volume of each phase of the ABS (3.5
mL) and introducing one carbon felt electrode (SGL CARBON GmbH) in each one. Carbon felts
(grade GFD 4.6 EA, 4.6 mm thickness) purchased from SGL CARBON GmbH were used as
electrode material. In order to make them hydrophilic they were cut with rectangular shape
(geometric surface area ∼1.5 cm2) and merged in 1 M NaOH solution at 80 ºC during 1 h. Then
they were washed up to pH=7 with ultrapure water and dried at 100 ºC overnight. The cell was
galvanostatically charge-discharged on a Biologic VMP multichannel potentiostat with voltage
safety limits of 1.5 and 0.7 V at current densities from C/7 to 2C. The polarization curve was
obtained in a current density range of -40 to 15 mA·cm-2 and voltage limits of 1.7 V and 0.5 V.
The capacity of the battery (Ct) was calculated by eq 7, where n is the amount of active species
(mol), e- is the number of electron exchanged and F is the Faraday constant (96500 s·A·mol-1).
0
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Capacity utilization (%) is defined as the ratio between the discharge capacity and the
theoretical capacity at one specific state of charge. It was calculated by eq 8, where SOC refers
to battery state of charge and C is the discharge capacity delivered by the battery.
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Characterization and Design of Aqueous Biphasic System (ABS) as Suitable Immiscible
Electrolytes
3.1.1 Phase diagram of the PEG-based ABS
Aqueous biphasic systems (ABS) are ternary mixtures composed of two solutes/phase-forming
components and water that above certain concentrations, described by the respective binodal
curve, undergo phase separation leading to the formation of two aqueous-rich phases, each
one enriched in one of the solutes. ABS phase diagrams are usually represented in orthogonal
axis, in which only the concentration of the two solutes is displayed (water composition is
omitted and corresponds to the difference required to reach 100 wt%). The binodal curve of
each phase diagram separates the monophasic and biphasic regions, whereas the respective
tie-lines give the composition of each phase for a given initial mixture composition. In this
work, one of the solutes is PEG1000 which is a low cost and environmentally friendly polymer
that has been widely studied in ABS for extractive separation. The inorganic salt Na2SO4 was
selected due to its high ability to form ABS and their extensive use as supporting electrolyte.
Additional advantage of the ABS formed by PEG and Na2SO4 is its moderate pH (5-7) that result
in low corrosive character of the media, lower environmental impact in case of electrolyte
leakage in the battery and high chemical and electrochemical stability of redox-active organic
5

molecules. Fig. 1 depicts the phase diagram determined through the cloud point titration
method at 25 ºC and atmospheric pressure for the ABS formed by poly(ethylene glycol)
(PEG1000) and sodium sulfate salt (Na2SO4). The experimental solubility curves were correlated
according to a previously proposed equation, and tie-lines determined according to a series of
equations obeying the lever-arm rule and phase-forming components mass balance [38] (Table
S1). The ABS was prepared with the following mixture composition: 25 wt% PEG1000 + 6 wt%
Na2SO4 + 69 wt% H2O, ensuring that the mixture point is far for the monophasic region and
within the solubility range of both Na2SO4 and PEG. This initial mixture composition is pointed
out with a red dot in Fig. 1. The composition of each phase or respective tie-line for this initial
mixture composition, i.e. the composition of the PEG-rich phase (top phase) and salt-rich
phase (bottom phase), is also given in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Binodal curve of the phase diagram of the ABS composed of PEG1000 + Na2SO4 + H2O (blue
dots + blue line), initial mixture composition (red dot) and composition of each phase (black
dots and black line representing the respective tie-line).

3.1.2 Partition Coefficients of organic molecules in the ABS
In order to behave as a battery, the ABS should contain one redox-active compound dissolved
in each phase so they may act as the catholyte and anolyte. The difference between the redox
potentials of the two active compounds will determine the voltage of the battery. In this
Membrane-Free Battery the interface acts as a natural barrier separating catholyte and
anolyte, thus should avoid the crossover of active species that would provoke the loss of
efficiency. In a biphasic system, the preferential partition of each active species and crosscontamination is addressed by their respective partition coefficients (K) between the two
phases. The partition coefficients (K) of several redox organic molecules in the investigated
PEG-based ABS, defined as the ratio between the concentration of each redox molecule in the
PEG-rich phase to that in the salt-rich phase, were determined and are shown in Fig. 2. The
chemical structures and abbreviations of each redox organic molecule are also given in Fig. 2.
For an efficient battery application, the partition coefficient should be as high as possible for
the species separated in the top phase and as small as possible for the species separated in the
bottom phase, since that ensures a high separation and low crossover. Only MV preferentially
partitions to the bottom salt-rich phase of the ABS (K<<<1), whereas the remaining molecules
partition preferentially to the top PEG-rich phase (K>>>1). This is in good agreement with the
6

hydrophilic nature of these molecules. MV is the more hydrophilic molecule studied and thus
preferentially migrates to the bottom phase, which is salt-rich, whereas the rest are more
hydrophobic and consequently preferentially migrate to the top PEG-rich phase. With the
exception of MV, all molecules exhibit a partition coefficient higher than 7, meaning that their
concentration in the top phase is at least 7 times higher than in the bottom phase. Thus, all of
them are suitable species in terms of partitioning behavior for being used as active materials in
the top phase.

Fig. 2. Partition coefficients of redox organic molecules between the PEG and salt-rich phases
in the studied ABS. Chemical structures and abbreviations for the organic redox molecules are
also given.
3.1.3 Electrochemical Characterization of Immiscible Phases
As mentioned before, the battery voltage is determined by the difference between the redox
potential of the two immiscible phases. Therefore, we investigated the electrochemical
properties of the bottom phase containing MV and the four top phases containing QUI, AQ2S,
H2Q, and TEMPO. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) were performed in a 3-electrode cell and are
represented in Fig. S1. The CV of the bottom phase containing MV shows that this molecule
undergoes a two steps reduction reaction clearly defined by the appearance of two pairs of
redox peaks (Fig. S1a). The first step of the redox reaction at -0.68 V is very reversible and
corresponds to the formation of the radical cation. The second step corresponds to the
formation of the neutral species at -0.85 V (see mechanism described in Fig.3). This step shows
low reversibility attributed to the stripping process of the neutral species of MV due to its
insolubility [39]. In fact, in most cases, only the first reversible MV2+/MV+· redox reaction is
effectively used in RFBs with this molecule. Due to the negative redox potential of MV, the
bottom phase is better designed to constitute the anolyte of the battery, whereas the top
phase should act as the catholyte.
Among the different candidates for the catholyte (top phase), QUI does not show proper redox
activity in this phase (Fig. S1b), whereas AQ2S exhibited quite reversible redox activity but at
negative voltages (Fig. S1c); therefore, both were discarded. On the other hand, Fig. S1d and
Fig. S1e show that H2Q and TEMPO exhibit redox activity at positive potential, 0.31 V and 0.55
V, respectively. Accordingly, a battery combining MV in the anolyte with H2Q in the catholyte
7

will have a theoretical open circuit voltage (OCV) of 1 V whereas the battery combining MV and
TEMPO will have an OCV of 1.23 V, as represented in Fig. 3. CV of TEMPO is particularly
attractive with two well-defined peaks, corresponding to the reversible redox reaction of
TEMPO in which the oxoammonium cation is formed (see TEMPO reaction mechanism in Fig.
3). Therefore, PEG-based ABS containing MV and TEMPO represent a promising approach for
developing a Membrane-Free Battery - investigated in more detail as discussed below.

Fig. 3. CV of the immiscible phases of PEG-based ABS containing TEMPO (blue) and MV (light
and dark green depending on the voltage limits) at 20 mM concentration. Reaction mechanism
of MV and TEMPO.
Important physicochemical properties, such as ionic conductivity, pH and density were
determined for the investigated PEG-based ABS containing 0.1 M of TEMPO and MV in the
initial mixture (Table 1). As expected, the conductivity of the bottom phase is ten times higher
than the one obtained for the top phase, due to the higher salt concentration. It is however
important to remark that the presence of a salt is necessary in both phases since it will act as a
supporting electrolyte providing ionic conductivity and counter-ions during the battery
operation. The pH is close to neutrality in the two phases guaranteeing low corrosive and safer
electrolytes in comparison with the acidic/alkaline solutions used in conventional aqueous RFB
[10,13]. In addition, besides these eco-friendly properties, the use of a polymer-based ABS
offers some other advantages such us their low cost and large scale production.
Table 1. Physicochemical properties of each phase of PEG-based ABS containing 0.1 M of
TEMPO and MV in the initial mixture. Calculated Diffusion Coefficient (D) and Rate Constant
(K0) for MV and TEMPO in bottom and top phases, respectively.
Composition
(wt%)
Top
Phase
Bottom
Phase

Density
(g·L-1)

31.7 % PEG
1068
3.2 % salt (~0.23 M)
1.19 % PEG
1145
17.75% salt (~1.4 M)

pH

Conductivity
(mS·cm-1)

Diffusion
Coefficient
(D) (cm2·s-1)

Rate
Constant
(K0) (cm·s-1)

6.28

8.55

9.09·10-7

2.53·10-3

5.04

85.7

5.01·10-6

3.41·10-3
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Table 1 also includes the diffusion coefficients (D) and the heterogeneous rate constants (K0)
determined by using Rotating Disk Electrode (RDE) for MV in the bottom (salt-rich) phase and
TEMPO in the top (PEG-rich) phase (see Fig. S2). It can be observed that the diffusion of active
species is hampered in the top phase with D of TEMPO being one order of magnitude lower
than for MV. This can be attributed to the lower salt concentration and lower conductivity of
this phase – cf. phases compositions given in Fig.1. However, this difference in conductivity and
salt concentration is not a hurdle for having fast charge transfer reactions in both phases,
according to the high K0 values obtained. Thus, the charge transfer resistance at the electrode
surface will be low in both catholyte and anolyte anticipating good energy efficiency and power
performance in a battery configuration.
3.2 Electrochemical Performance of Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery
The reliability of ABS application as a Membrane-Free Battery was demonstrated by assembling
a full battery just by introducing one carbon felt electrode in each phase. In order to test this
new concept of battery in practical conditions, the concentration of active species in the initial
mixture was as high as 0.1 M for both TEMPO and MV. The demonstration of the cell was
conducted in a static cell in which the same volume of the two phases was added. As illustrated
in Fig. 4, the top-phase (TEMPO-rich) constitutes the catholyte and the bottom phase (MV-rich)
corresponds to the anolyte of this Membrane-Free Battery. It should be mentioned that this
system offers several economic, environmental and safety advantages: i) PEG-based ABS are
nontoxic and non-flammable with all components being inexpensive and commercially
available in bulk quantities; ii) the two immiscible electrolytes are based on non-corrosive,
neutral-pH aqueous solutions; iii) the active species are tunable and commercially available
organic molecules; iiv) the battery operates without any separator which reduces significantly
the battery cost.
Fig. 4b shows the voltage profile of the full battery, as well as the potential profiles of the
individual electrolytes and the interface. The battery voltage exhibits clear and very stable
plateaus during charging and discharging at 1.15 V and 1.05 V, respectively, which are very
close to the theoretical voltage calculated from the CV (1.23 V, Fig. 3). The individual profiles of
the catholyte and anolyte display very small overpotentials and flat and constant plateaus at
0.5 V for the catholyte and -0.6 V for the anolyte, being in good agreement with CV
experiments. The overpotential of the catholyte is higher than for the anolyte probably due to
the lower conductivity and diffusion coefficient of the active species in this phase. It should be
noticed that the interface overpotential is negligible (only 8.3% of total) establishing a clear
advantage of this Membrane-Free configuration compared to conventional RFB in which the
membrane overpotential contributes significantly to enhance the battery internal resistance. In
fact, the overall resistance of this Membrane-Free Battery is very small which can enhance
greatly the voltage efficiency in comparison with conventional RFB.
Fig. 4c and Fig. S3 show the polarization curve of the battery and the evolution of the individual
potentials of the two electrolytes and the interface at 20 % of state of charge (SOC). As can be
seen in Fig. S3, the catholyte suffers from higher polarization than the anolyte during the
experiment. As mentioned before, this behavior is due to the lower conductivity and diffusion
coefficient shown by the catholyte, which is caused by the higher content of polymer in this
phase. The influence of the polymer-rich phase in the battery performance is stronger in
charge because of the higher restricted diffusion of the active species to the electrode surface
during charging. The polarization response demonstrates a maximum power density output of
23 mW·cm-2 at 30 mA·cm-2 (Fig. 4c, orange trace). It is worth to remark that this value of power
density is more than 12 times higher than the pioneering example of Membrane-Free Battery
[26]. This significant increase can be attributed to the replacement of the ionic liquid anolyte
which exhibited low conductivity and high viscosity by an aqueous electrolyte.
9

Fig. 4. a) Schematic illustration of the Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery, b) Galvanostatic
charge-discharge of the battery (20 %SOC) and individual potential profiles of each electrolyte
and the interface; charge at C/4 and discharge at C/5. c) Polarization curve of the battery (20
%SOC).
Fig. 5a shows the discharge profiles of the battery at different current densities. It should be
noticed that considering that the theoretical voltage is 1.23 V, the discharge profile exhibits an
ohmic drop as small as 40 mV at C/7 and it increases only up to 330 mV when high current
density (2C) is applied. As expected in any type of battery, increasing the current density causes
a drop in the discharge voltage motivated by a higher overpotential as a consequence of the
diffusion limitations. It is important to remark that even at moderate to high C-rates the
battery shows a voltage close to 1 V.
Fig. 5b shows the percentage of capacity utilization, defined as the ratio between the discharge
capacity and the theoretical capacity at specific SOC, at different discharge rates. The highest
capacity utilization is attained at 1C with a discharge capacity close to the 70 % of the
theoretical one. Contrarily to typical battery behavior, decreasing the current density leads to
lower capacity. This non-conventional trend might be attributed to the self-discharge
phenomenon that in this system is due to the direct chemical reaction that leads to a direct
electron exchange at the interface (see Fig. S4). This interesting phenomenon that is inherent
to the Membrane-Free configuration is also very important for microfluidic membrane-less
batteries but, to the best of our knowledge, it has not been investigated in detail. The
dimension of the self-discharge depends on the residence time of the active species within the
cell and thus becomes more relevant in a static configuration (where the residence time is
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infinite). However, the residence time of the active species and therefore the self-discharge can
be minimized in a flow configuration.

Fig. 5. a) Discharge battery voltage profile at different current densities (20 %SOC). b) Capacity
test at different current densities (20 %SOC).
The self-discharge process is based on a chemical reaction between the oxidized species and
the reduced species generated during the charge step. Once they are generated, they diffuse
up to the interphase and encounter each other, being recombined and coming back to their
original state. Consequently, no cross-migration through the interphase of the full
reduced/oxidized species will occur which makes possible keep constant the concentration of
active molecules in each phase. Although a thorough investigation is out of the scope of this
article, the self-discharge was analyzed by monitoring the evolution of the battery open circuit
voltage (OCV) over time (starting at 20% SOC). Fig. S4 shows that the initial OCV coincides with
the theoretically calculated but it slowly decreases during the experiment (at 1 mV·min-1,
calculated from the lineal part of the curve). In fact, after 260 min, the battery was fully
discharged due to the abovementioned self-discharge process. As evidenced by the
experiments performed at different current densities (Fig. 5), the loss of capacity due to the
self-discharge is more relevant in experiments performed at C-rates lower than 1C, since the
effective residence time (time needed to discharge completely) is longer. This was
demonstrated through experiments in which the discharge current was decreased right after
having discharged the battery completely at a certain C. Fig. S5a shows that if the initial
discharge was performed at low currents (< 1 C), the battery was not able to deliver additional
capacity in the subsequent discharge at lower currents. This indicates that there are not active
species available in the electrolyte, probably due to the direct electron exchange occurring at
the interface. On the contrary, if the battery is initially discharged at 2C, in the subsequent
discharge at 1C, additional capacity is delivered denoting that there are still active species
available in the electrolyte (see Fig. S5b). Therefore, it was demonstrated that the selfdischarge becomes irrelevant (contributes < 2 % to the discharge) when the effective residence
time is short as occurs at 2C where the low capacity utilization (36 %) is exclusively attributed
to diffusion limitations as in any other battery technology.
An extended charge-discharge experiment was performed to analyze the long-term battery
behavior over 550 cycles. The evaluation of the capacity retention over cycles (Fig. 6a)
highlights the stable cycling performance of the battery. After 550 cycles the battery exhibited
more than 99.99 % capacity retention per cycle. The trend of coulombic, voltage and energy
efficiencies are displayed in Fig. 6a. The coulombic efficiency remains constant around 82 %
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over the cycling test as well as the voltage efficiency which is one of the highest reported [1416,35-37], and ascribed to the fast kinetics and remarkable low overpotentials exhibited by the
battery. On account of this, the averaged energy efficiency of the battery is 67 % which is
comparable and even higher than the one obtained in conventional neutral aqueous RFB
[15,16,37](see tableS2). Compared to our previous work based on an IL- ABS [33], the PEGbased ABS battery reported here is more environmental friendly, less expensive, contains
significantly higher concentration of active species (0.1 M vs. 20 mM), demonstrates a stable
performance over longer cycling and exhibit good electrochemical performance (82% CE, 80%
VE, 67% EE). The stability was also confirmed by the potential profiles of the individual
electrolytes and the interface which remain stable over cycling (Fig. 6b). Likely, the excellent
long-term stability of the battery is credited due to the absence of crossover during the battery
operation. As mentioned before, the crossover/cross-contamination of the active species in
this battery concept was appraised by the determined partition coefficients. Once the
equilibrium is established, there is no significant diffusive migration of the active species
between the phases through the interface. Thus, the study of partition affinity offers the
possibility to control the composition and to avoid the crossover during operation, which
guarantees a stable and reliable cycling battery performance.

Fig. 6. Cyclability test of the battery (5 %SOC), charging at C/2 and discharging at C. a) Efficiency
and capacity retention vs cycle number. b) Individual potential profiles during cycling charged
the battery completely at a certain C.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we demonstrate that Aqueous Biphasic Systems can act as a Total Aqueous
Membrane-Free Battery, using organic redox compounds with proper redox potentials and
suitable partitioning coefficients. Through the study of the partitioning and electrochemical
behaviour of several organic active molecules in PEG-based ABS, TEMPO and MV were found to
be the most suitable for the catholyte (top phase) and anolyte (bottom phase), respectively.
The different composition of the phases/electrolytes demonstrated to have a significant
influence on the battery performance since the polymer-rich phase (acting as the catholyte)
showed lower conductivity and smaller diffusion coefficient. However, both electrolytes, as
well as the interface, displayed low overpotentials during the charge-discharge tests,
favourably comparing with conventional RFB where the membrane contributes greatly to
increase the internal resistance. The open circuit voltage of the battery coincides with the
theoretical one (1.23 V) and the capacity utilization was as high as 68 % at high current density
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(20 % SOC). The maximum power density was as high as 23 mW·cm-2 at 30 mA·cm-2, being
more than 12 times higher than our pioneering example of Membrane-Free Battery. In
addition, the battery showed an excellent long-term cycling with a capacity retention 99.9 %
over 550 cycles and an exceptional round-trip efficiency (70 %). This excellent long-term
performance of the battery confirms the thermodynamic study of the partition of the active
species as a good strategy to avoid the crossover during battery operation. These results
highlight the potential of the Membrane-Free Batteries based on ABS as a new energy storage
technology by overcoming some technical hurdles of the conventional RFB related to
membrane issues, corrosive electrolytes or expensive and limited metallic reactants. Besides
the complete removal of the membrane, this battery offers additional advantages since the
employed PEG-based ABS is non-expensive, non-corrosive, non-flammable and environmentalfriendly. On account of these reasons, this membrane-free battery can be suitable for future
applications in non-industrialized areas where contamination with toxic and corrosive
vanadium electrolytes can be devastating.
As an inherent aspect of Membrane-Free battery technology, we anticipate that the selfdischarge phenomena will be one of the most important challenges that this new technology
should address in near future. Some aspects such as cell design, operation conditions and
fluidodynamics, and their effect on the battery performance, including self-discharge
processes, are currently being investigated in our laboratory.
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CV of different organic compounds partitioning in bottom and top phase of PEG-based ABS.
RDE experiments and fitting of ABS containing TEMPO in top-phase and MV in bottom phase.
Self-discharge experiments.
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Highlights for

Critical aspects of Membrane-Free Aqueous Battery
based on two immiscible neutral electrolytes

•
•
•
•

Aqueous Biphasic Systems enable unheard of Total Aqueous Membrane-Free Battery
Membrane-Free Battery with MV and TEMPO has an open circuit voltage (OCV) of 1.23
V.
Partition coefficients of active species determine initial crossover
Self-discharge process was identified as a crucial aspect of this technology
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